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1. Cylindrical shells of arbitrary section, reinforced by longitudinal
and transverse members (stringersand ribs) are considered by us, for a
sufficiently close spacing of the ribs, as in our previously publLshed
papers (references1 end 2), as thin-walled orthotropic spatial systems
at the cross-sections of which only exial (normal and shearing) forces
can exise. The longitudinal bending and twisting moments, due to their
weak effect on the stress state of the shell, are taken equal to zero.
Along the longitudinal sections of the shell there may arise transverse
forces in addition to the normal ~d shearing forces. Under the so-
called static assumptions there is taken for the computation model of
the shell a thin-walled spatial system consisting along its length
(along a generator) of an infinite number of elementary strips capable
of bending. Each of these strips is likened to a curved rod operating
in each of its sections not only in tension (compression)but also in
transverse bending and sheax. The interaction between two adjoining
transverse strips in the shell expresses itself in the transmission from
one strip to the other of only the normal and shearing stresses.
The static structure of the computation model here described is
shown in figure 1, where the connections through which the normal and
shearing stresses transmitted from one transverse strip to smother are
indicated schematicallyby the rods located in the middle surface of the
shell.
In addition to the static hypothesis we introduce also geometric
hypotheses. According to the latter the elongational deformations of
the shell along lines parallel to the generator of its middle surface
and the shear deformations in the middle surface, as ma+gitudes having ‘
. little effect on the state of the fundamental internal forces of the
shell, are taken equal to zero. The deformations of the shell in our “
computationalmodel are such that in the first place the lines of this
surface perpendicular to the generator are inextensible at each point
end in the second place the angles between the lines of principal curva-
ture (the coordinate lines) which are straight before the deformation
remain straight after the deformation.
The differential equations of equilibrium of the cylindrical shell,
by virtue of the statical hypotheses assumed, will have the following
fozm (figs. 2 and 3).
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(1.1)
N aG =0
‘z
where z smd s are the coordinates of a point of the middle surface,
z being the distance along the generator and s, along the direction at
right ~lesj R = R(s) is the radius of curvature, Pz, Ps, and P~, the
components of the vector of the surface load.
The system of equations (1.1) by elimination of the forces SY %
and N is reduced to a single equation
a2(uf3)
az2
Tl
where ~.— is the axial normal
5
shell), P is a function depending
surface load and determined by the
+QG.P (1.2)
stress (5 is the thiclmess of the
on the components of the external
equation
?pZ+bs a2
P=-—
— - ~(%)
az ag
(1.3)
In equation (1.2] Q denotes the differential operator of the fourth
srder in the variable s. This operator, as shown ,inreference 5, is
connected with the “law of sectorial areas” and has the fozm
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(1.4)
If there sre no surface forces the required internal forces of the
ehell can %e expressed in terns of the single function O =0(2,s) W
the equations
‘1
.(ytj.~
. ~ ahu)
‘2
az2as2
(1.5)
a’~G=-—
az’
aj@N=-—
ds az2
in which Qz is the differential operator of the third order also in the
variabls s
and is connected with the operator ~ by the relation
(1.6)
(1.7)
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For @
—= q and R+~ the first three relations in equations (1.5)
as2
go over into”the well-known equatione of Airy for the plane problem of the
theory of elasticity. The function O may be called the stress function
for the cylindrical shell. This function, as in the plane pnblem, in the
computational model assumed by us} is conditioned only by the static
hypotheses and plays the part of the fundamental static undetermined
ma~itude.
If the surface load is different from zero there must be added to
the right side of equations (1.5) the corresponding particular solutions
of the nonhomogeneous static equations. These particular solutions may
be obtained from equations (1.1) on the assumption that G = O or
T1 =0. In the second case (for Tl = O) the particular integrals
for G, T2, and N can easily be obtained on the basis of the law of
sectorial ereas for the moments G (reference 3).
2. Let u =u(z,s), v = v(z,s), md w = W(Z,S) be the components of
the total displacement of some point of the middle surface of the shell
taken along the generator, the tangent to the arc of the contour line,
and the internal normal, respectively. For the components of the
deformations corresponding
Tl) T27 S, and G we then
(in the sense of Hooke ’s-law)to the forces
have the formulas
#ll+&
as az
(2.1)
Eliminatingthe displacements we obtain the single differential equation
>f continuity of the deformations:
.-- =.,
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()32 a2G2 a2K ~+———. +as2 ‘az* ~z2
.
(2.2)
fk38UJlliIlg
of transverse
the geometrical hypotheses of the absence of defommtions
elongation and shear, that is, setting
70=
(2.3)
‘2 =
o
we obtain
..l+&.o
az2
This is the very important equation of continuity of deformation first
given in our previous papers (references2 and 3).
Differential equation (2.4) shows that the lending deformation of
an elementary transverse strip (defamation of the contour) is accompanied
by the elongational defamation of the shell along the generator
(“depkation”of the cross-section). . .
3. Considering the shell, strengthened by ribs, as a reduced
orthotropic elastic thin-walded system we represent Hooke’s law under
assumptions (2.3) in the following shplified fomn:
(3.1)
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where A is the stiffness of the shell In elongation along the generator
and D Is the stiffness (with account taken of the transverse ribs) in
bending along the lines of the contour. If there are no ribs then
evidently
A =E
(3.2)
where b is the thickness of the shell, E is the modulus of elasticity.
Substituting (3.1) in equation (2.4) and combining with equation (1.2)
we obtain the system of two simultaneous differential equations (proposed
in reference 1):
a2(u5)
—+.QG=P
az2
(3.3)
The above equations have a symmetrical structure with respect to
the terms with derivatives with respect to s which, as shown in
references 1 and 2, is in fu3L agreement with the fundamental theorems
of the theory of ebsticity. For R = constant
equations (3.3) will have constant coefficients.
4. Setting in the second of equations (3.3)
ering according to the second of equations (3.1)
section of the shell as rigid (nondeformable: K
Hs.)+M53)=0
(for a circular shell)
D = M, that is, consid-
the contour of the cross
= O) we obtain
(4.1)
For the axial nomal stresses U(z,s) as a function of the contour
coordinate s there is thus obtained the ‘law of sectorial areas’’which
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was put at the basis of our general theory of the strength, stability,
and vibrations of thin-walled rods and ehells of arbitrary nonsymnetrical
open sections. This law, as shown in references 3 and 7, is a general-
ization of the plane sections hypothesis that lies at the basis of
present day elementary theory of the bending of beams (the Bernoulli-
I?avierhypothesis). The general theory developed by us of thin-walled
rods emd shells with stiff profiles includes a very wide class of
practically important problems on the strength, stability, and vibration
of thin-walled structures (usual as well as in the elastic medium)
applied in various fields of structural technology (structures,ship
construction, aviation, end so forth). From this theory there arise as
particular cases: the theory of the longitudinal bending of rods
according to Ner, the -problemof Prandtl on the “stabilityof the plane
bendhg of a narrow plate of rectangular section, the well-known problem
of Timoshenko on the stability of the plsne bending of an I-beem, and
SO forth.
We may note that on the basis of the theory of thin-walled rode
and shells certain fundamental defects are revealed h the known worh
of Wagner (reference 4), Bleich (reference 5), and Pretschner on the
problems of the stability of thin-walled aeronautical structures (see
reference 3, page 167) and in the work of Dishinger, Ellers, Elmer,
and others on the computation of cylindrical and prismatic shells on
the basis of the so-called momentless theory (see reference 3, page 140).
Setting in the first of equations (3.3) ab = O, that 1s, assuming
that the shell in its transverse sections works only in shear, as Is
true, for example, in the case of a
homogeneous problem) we shell have
crimped shell, for P = O (the
LL?!l.o
()
(4.2)
b R h
The above equation agrees exactly with equation (4.1). This
equation for the transverse bending moments G =G(z,s) as a function
of the coordinate s also gives the law of sectorlal areas. On the
basis of this law on introducing the four linearly independent orthogonal
functions which are particular integrals of equation (4.2) there is
o%tained for the transverse elementary strip of the shell, in addition
to the so-called elastic center in the theory of f~s and which in the
theory of the thin-walled rod corresponds to the center of g=vity of
the cross section, a new point analogous to the center of flexure=
5. Let Z = Z(z) be a function of the variable z satisfying
differential equation
the
—
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(5.1)
L
where Z is the length of the shell in the di~ction of the generator,
m is an arbitrarg paremeter. The solution of the fundamental differ-
ential equations of the shell will be sought in the form
G(z,s) =G(s)Z(Z)
U(z,s) = U(s)z’(z)
. . (5.2)
U(z,s) = U(s)z’’(z)
S(z,s) =S(S)ZJ’’’(Z)
where G(s), u(s) 0(s), and S(s) are required functions of s. Adding
to (5.2) and (5.1~ the boundary conditions given in each particular case
of the problem at the,curvilinear edges Z=o andz=l of the shell,
we shall have for each particular case of the boundary problem a complete
system of orthogonal fundamental functions ~(z) (n=l, 2, 3, . . ., ~).
Each of these functions is determined by its fundamental number ~(n = 1,
2, 3, . . ., ~) obtained from the homogeneous boundary conditions and
the differential equation (5.1). Thus, for exemple, in the case of a
shell having at the edges z=Osmd Z=l a hinge support, the
conditions for the determination of the fundamental functions q(z)
will beci=G= Ofor z= Oandz=l. The fundamental functions
in this ‘casewill be purely trigonometric
~ . sin~?2X
z
In the case of a shell both edges of which
bounda~ conditions at the supported edges
are rigidly clamped the
will be
z=O, G.U=()
z=2, G=u=o
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For these conditions we obtain
,-
%(Z) = (Ch ~ -
“(
~z
cos ~) sin— -
)
sh&z
1 -i-
.
-(sh~-
(
QZ ~h~z
sin rq.JCOS— -
2 T ) (n=l,2,3, .**, m)
where
ml = 4.73
~ = 7.853
If one of the transverse edges z . 0 of the shell is hinge
supported and the other 2=1 is rigidly clamped, the boundery condi-
tions will be
z=O,G=a=O
z=2, G=u=0
For these conditions the fundamental functions assume the fo?nn:
~(z) . sin~sh%~- cos ~ch%~ (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .,co)
10
where
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‘1 = 3.927
+.
m2 =7.068
%
_4n+lfi
2
(n > 2)
,Ina similar manner the fundamental functions ~(z) are constructed
also for other cases of boundary conditions referring to the tramverse
edges of the shell (one edge of the shell is h~e supported or clamped
end the other free of amy fixation, both edges of the shell free, and so
forth).
The method of constructing the fundamental functions ~(z) for
the shells and the tables of these functions for vsrious cases of the
boundary conditions are given in our paper (reference 2). We may note
that the fundamental functions ~(z) determined by the method
described above are quite the same as the functions of Rayleigh in the
theory of the transverse vibrations of a homogeneous heavy beam. The
deflection of the sxis of the beam y, the deviation Q, the bending
moment M and the transveme force Q in our problem, as is seen
from (5.21, correspond to the tranmerse bending moment G, the longi-
tudinal displacement u, the nozmal stress u, and the shearing
force S. The function ~(z) in this case is identical with the
form yn(z) of the displacement (with deflections of the exis of the
beam) corresponding to the nth frequency of its natural vibrations.
The fundamental functions ~(z) determined by the method described
above and satisfying in each particular case initially given boundary
conditions for the transverse edges of the sheld and the second deriva-
tives of these functions possess the property of orthogonality:
[
-1
Zi(t)Zk(t)dt = O
0
[
2
Z“(t)Zk’’(t)dt=0 with i #k
9
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We now set in equations (3.3)
...
.(.,s) =:%(S)%’’(Z)
1
(5.4)
G(z,s) =~Gn(s)zn(z)
1
Multiplying the first of equations (3.3) by ~(z) and the second
by ~“(z) (n is a fixed nunher of the infinite series m = 1, 2,
3, “ “ “, CO),then taking the integrals over the entire length of the
shell, and remembering (5.3), we shall have for the initial coefficients
an(s) and Gn(s) a system of two ordinary differential equations:
An4tYn(S)+QnGn(S) = Pn(s)
$lUn(S)++Js)=o
where
(5.6)
J-1pn(s) = P(z,s)Zn(z)dzo.
I
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From the second equation for a given function P(z,s) depending on
the external load and de~emined by equation (1.3) for the normalized
functions %(z) there iS detetined the Fourier coefficient of the nth
tenu of the series
(5.7)P(zjs) ‘~Pn(s)~(z)
1
From the system of ordina~ differential equations (5.5) for
fixed n (for each tezmof the series (5.4)) the required functions
CTn(S) and Gn(s) are determined with an accuracy up to eight arbitrary
constants. These constants in each term of the series are found from
the boundary conditions referring to the longitudinal edges of the shell.
The number of these conditions at each point of the longitudinal edge in
the computation model proposed by us is equal to four. These conditions
csn be given in forces or in displacements or, in the case of the mixed
problem, partly in forces and partly in displacements. In this msmner
there is solved completely the problem of the equilibrium of a cylindrical
shell of arbitra~ contour for arbitra~ given boundary conditions and
load. For R . constant (case of the circular shell) equations (5.5),
as follows from the expression (1.6) for the differential operator fll,
will have constant coefficients.
6. The general theory of prismatic shells consisting of a finite
number of sufficiently narrow straight rectemgular plates and having at
the cross section arbitrarily given contours was constructed, as was
shown in reference 2, on the basis of the idea of reducing the funda-
mental differential equations (3.3) in partial derivatives to a system
of ordinary differential equations in the variable z having in the
general case an eight-term structure. These equations for the required
functions Q(Z) and %(Z) representing, respectively, the longitudinal
normal stresses and the transverse bending moments referring to the kth
rib of the prismatic shell (fig. 4) have the following form
k=i+l k=i+2
z
aik~k’’(z)+ ~ bikGk(z) + pi(z) = O
k=i-1 k=i-2
(6.1)
k=i+2 k=i+l
x bik~k(z) - > cik~’’(z) =,O
k=i-2 k=i-1
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The coefficients of these equations in the general case of thin-walled
orthotropic prismatic structures (structures consisting of plates,
stringers, and transverse reinfomhg ribs sufficiently closely spaced
along the length of the shell) are detetined by the following equations
.
ak-l,k
lF
= ak,k-1 = - k
6
a~,k = $(Fk + ‘k+l) + ‘k
‘k-l,k = ~k,k-1
.ldk
6 Ik
bk-2,k = bk,k-2 = 1
dk-ldk sin ‘?k-l
(J= cot Q&ldk2
dk dk
+
dk-1 sin ~-l dk+~ sin w )
bk,k = A(cot ~-~ + cot Qk) + dkdk+lpain ~
dk2
_L(cot ~ + cot %+1)
+ ~2
k+l
(6.2)
(6.3)
1
(6.4)
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In equations (6.2) Fk is the area of cross section of the
kth plate between ribs k - 1 and k (fig. 4), end ~k is the area of
the cross section of the stringer placed along the kth rib and working
in tension (compression) together with the plates of the shell. In
equations (6.3) dk is the width of the lrthplate (the length of the
side of the polygon of the cross-section located between the vertices
k- 1 and k), and Ik is the amount of inertia per unit length of the
longitudinal section of the kth plate detemined in the case of the
shell by the reinforcing transverse ribs with account taken of the mean
moment of inertia of these ribs. b equations (6.4) ~ is the angle
between the plates k end k + 1 intersecting at the &h rib. In
figure 4 the angles ~-1, ~, and %+1 are Positive, and the ~les
Q1 and Qn-l must be considered negative.
The system of differential equations (6.1) consists of the static
equations represented by the first group and corresponding to the first
of equations (3.3) and the geometric equations represented by the second
group and corresponding in their physical sense to the second of
equationa (3.3). The number of static equations (6.1) will be equal to
the number of points O, 1, 2, . . ., n of the cross section for which
are determined the axial normal stresses Uk(z) (k = O, 1, . . ., n).
The number of geometric equations (6.1) is determined by the number of
required transverse bending moments referring to the ribs of the shell.
For a shell with free longitudinal edges co~isting of n plates the
number of required functions Uk(z) and therefore also the number of
corresponding static equations will le equal to n + 1. The number of
required moments ~(z), however, and therefore also the number of
corresponding geometric equations will be equal to n - 3 (the
moments GO(Z), G1(z), Gn-l(z), snd Gn(z) in our computational model
are found from the static conditions). In this case the index i in
the equations of the first group (6.1) assumes n + 1 values and in
the equations of the second group n“- 3 values. Altogether we shall
have a system of 2in - 1) ordinary diffe~ntial emations relative to
the
n-
the
are
the
2(n-- 1) required functions, ‘(n+ 1 function; IJk(Z), and
3 functions ~(z)).
For the shell of closed section (fig. ~) consisting of n faces,
system (6.1) will consist of ti equations of which n equations
static and n geometric. If the shell has a cylindrical hinge at
Jthrib then in equations (6.1) there must be set GJ(z) = O and
corresponding Jth equation of the second grouy rejected.
The free term pi(z) of any ith equation of the first (static)
group (6.I.)is determined by the equation
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(6.5)
where qi ad qi+l are the transverse contour unit loads acting in the
planes of the faces i and i + 1, respectively, and directed along the
increasing order number of the rib. Any external load consisting of
unit forces given as functions of z and applied to the ribs of the
shell can be reduced to these loads by means of expansion into series.
Setting in equations (6.1)
m
Ck(z) = z uknzn’’(z)
1’
(6.6)
m
EPi(z) = P z (z)i,n n
1
where ~(z) (n=l, 2, 3, . . ., CO)are fundamental functions satisfying
equation (5.1) and the loundary conditions given on the transverse
edges z =0, z = 2,
‘k,n> end
‘i,n the Fourier coefficients
by the formula
Pi,x =
~,n ere the required coefficients smd
determined for the given functions Zn(z)
!
z
pi(z)~(z)dz
o
(6.7)
1-
I16
we obtain for the
(6.5) asystemof
%14
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coefficients ok n ‘d %,n of the nth tenu of series9
eight-term algebraic equations:
k=i-1 k=i+2
x
—..
ail@k.n + X b@k.n + pi.; = 0
k=i-1
. k=i-2 . .
(6.8)
k=i+2 k=i+l
.2- bikuk,n - L Cik%,n = 0
k=i-2 k=i-1
The general theory of prismatic shells here presented, first given by
us in the papers, references 1, 2, and 3, permitted constructing methods
of solution of a number of complicated new boundary problems on the
strength, stability, and vibrations of thin-walled spatial orthotropic
systems for any bound- conditions given on the transverse or
longitudinal edges of the shells. On the basis of this theory the
cylindrical shell of arbitrary contour is considered as a prismatic
shell comisting of a finite number of inscribed sides. For the
computationalmodel of the shell there is thus assumed a spatial elastic
system possessing along the contour line z = constant (in the trans-
verse section) a finite number of degrees of freedom with respect to
stresses and deformations, and along the line s = constant (in the
direction of the generators) an infinitely large number of degrees of
freedom. Such systems are temned by us “discretely-continuous.“ With
increase in the nmriberof sides of the prismatic shell.inscribed in
(or described about) the cylindrical shell the number of equations (6.1),
both geometric and static, increases. In the limit the infinite system
of ordinary differential equations (6.1) goes over into the system of
the two partial differential equations (3.3).
If in equations (6.1) all the coefficients cm are set equal to
zero which, as is seen from (6.3), corresponds to the reinforcement of
the shell by ve~ rigid transverse ribs, then, as shown in reference 3,
we shalJ have the law of sectorial areas for the thin-walled prismatic
rods and shells possessing rigid contours.
In the same manner, setting in the equations of the first group (6.1)
all the coefficients aik equal to zero, that is, assming that in the
transverse sections the shell works only in shear (for example, the shell
consisting of only one crimped sheet), then for pi = O we shall have the
law of sectorial areas also for the transverse bending moments. The coef-
ficients bik determined hy equations (6.4) have a very close connection
with the law of sectorial areas both for the longitudinal normal
stresses ok(z) as we~ as the trsmsverse bending moments G-k(z).
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7. If the new stress funotion ~ = *(2,8) is introduced by the
foxmmllas
(7.1)
G=Q-$
the second of equations (3.3) is identically satisfied ~d the first
assumes the form
where
(7.2)
(7.3)
For a shell of constmt thickness b in the absence of additional
transverse ribs
In the case of the homogeneous problem P =0, equation (7.2)
breaks up into two con3ugate complex equations
~+cifl=o
azz
.
QT.CEJ=O
(7.4)
(7.5)
where i is the imaginary unit (i= Cl).
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Starting with the law of sectorial areas, that is, introducing into
consideration the function m = m(s) satisfying the differential
equation
(7.6)
we may represent (7.5) in the fomn of the equivalent integrodifferential
equations:
!s a2*(t,z) ~t~(s,z) = - Ci u)(t,s) az2o
(7”7)
The kernel of these equations is the function u(t,s) satisfying
equation (7.6) and representing twice the area of the segment bounded
by the arc s - t and the Joining chord s - t. The magnitudes s
and t are the coordinates of the points on the contour line (fig. 6).
The function u(t,s) will be termed the sectorial kernel.
Analogously to (7.7)”equations (3.3) can be reduced to equivalent
integrodifferentialequations with sectorial kernel u(t,s). The
general solution of the problem (3.3) can be represented in the ,
followhg form:
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G(z,s) = GO(z) +YO(Z)X(S) -Xo(Z)Y(f3) ‘So’(ddd
. .
.,..—.
Js [ sa2dw ~t ++ m(t,s)— u)(t,s)p(t,z)dt0 az2 “o
(7.8)
CT(z,s)
[
=Euo ’(z) - Eo’’(z)x(s)- qo’’(z)y(s)
1
- eo’’(z)m(s)
Js+& a%(t,z) ~tD ul(t,s)o az2
In these equations the foil.ow@g notation is assumed: X(S) and Y(S)
are the cartesiem coordinates of a point on the contour line, determined
‘bythe arc s; u(s) is the sectorial area for the point with
coordinate s with the pole and origin of computation of this area at
the point s . O; this erea is thus equal to twice the area of the
segment included between the arc s ad the Joining chord (fig. 7)j
LD(t,s) is twice the area between the arc s - t and the chord s - tj
~(z), ~o(z), E!o(z), and Go(z) are, respective, the lon@tudinal
displacement, the displacements in the directions of the exes Ox and Oy,
end the angle of twist (rotation of the tangent to the contour line) for
the longitudinal edge s = O at the point determined by the
coordinate Zj ~’(z), Eo’’(z),TIo’’(z),and co’’(z) =e the first and
second derivatives of these variables %(z), ~(z), and YO(Z) are,
respectively, the bending moment and the forces parallel to the
axes Ox and Oy and appLled at the longitudinal edge s = o; so(z) is
the shearing force applied at the edge s = 0, and So’(z) iS the
derivative of this force.
Of the eight magni.tudes %(z), ~o(z), TIO(Z),Oo(z), Go(z), xo(z),
Ye(z), md So(z) (four geometric and four static) four are usually
given. Forafme edge, for example, ~ =% =Yo =SO =0. Foran
edge rigidly clamped ~ = Eo=qo=eo=o. The remaining four magni-
tudes are obtained from the conditions given for the other edge s = SN.
Adding these conditions we shall have integrodifferential equations of
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Fredholm with symmetric sectorial kernel. Making use of the series (5.4)
and (5.7) we obtain for each nth term of these series a system of two
symmetrically constructed integral equations in the unknown functions.
The method of solution here described of the problem of shells with
the aid of the sectorial kernel u(t,s) is applicable to shells having
any arbitrary cross-sectional contour (for a section consisting of
smooth and broken lines). Investigations show that the method of iter-
ation for the eectorial nuclei of equations (7.8) always converges.
8. The theory of shells presented above is constructed on the basis
of geometric ~otheses (2.3). If these hypotheses are not assumed,
that is, if together with the deformation c1 and ~ there are also
taken into accomt the defommtions G2 and 7, and if u, v, and w
are eliminated from equations (2.1), we obtain as was shown previously
the more general equation of continuity of deformations
(8.1)
().?L2Z+?22=0&2 az2 az2
This equation on the basis of Hooke’s law:
‘1
‘1=~
(8.2)
7=:
G
K=--
D
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where A. B. C. ad D are the coefficients of elasticity of the ortho-
tropic sfieti,is reduced to the following
. ,-,., ,.
b2T2 ~
@&+&4---~OT1-&
A az aza D
I
Substituting (1.5) we obtain
a2G -0 (8.3)
az2
(8.4)
where Q> Ql? %> Q31 and 04
(in the variable s) connected
determined by the fozmulas
12
are the contour
with the law of
differential operators
sectorial areas and
a2
~2 . R—
aE2
i-l=4 3(R)
as2
These operators for R = constant will have constant coefficients.
(8.5)
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Equation (8.4) to which we also apply the method of separation
variables is the fundamental solving equation for the cylindrical
1204
of
a20
orthotropic shell of arbitr~ contour. For R— = ~ ~d R~rn this
bs2
equation goes over into the well-lmown equation of the fourth order for
the plane problem of the theory of elasticity.
The potential energy of the shell is also represented with the aid
of the stress function a= 0(2,s):
It is easy to show that equation (8.4), therefore (8.2) and
also equation (8.1), is the variational equation of Euler-Lagrange for
the potential energy V determinedly (8.6). Conversely, the principle
of Castigliano, therefore also the theorem of mutual work, is a
consequence of the geometric equation (8.1), the static equations (1.5),
and Hooke’s law (8.2). We may remark that the equations of continuity
of deformations in the theory of Shells were first derived 3Y UE in
references 1 and 2.
For B = C = m equation (8.6) gives the potential energy for
shells working under the geometric hypotheses previously assumed.
The general technical theory of prismatic shells having in their
cross sections one or several closed contours (shells of the type of the
wing of an airplane) was given in reference 4. This theory is likewise
based on the idea of the reduction of the shell to a discretely-
continuous elastic system and the mathematical part is described by a
system of symmetrically constructed ordinav differential equations
obtained essentially from equations (8.4) by reducing this equation,
on the basis of the principle of Lagrange, with the aid of additional
physical assumptions, to ordinary differential equations analogous to
equations (6.1).
The method was extended by the author also to conical shells both
simple and compound with multiply connected sections. The position of
a point on the middle surface of the given conical she~ can be
determined by two magnitudes: the coordinate z giving the distance
from the vertex of the cone to the plane of the cross section of the
shell passing through the given point, and the coordinate s for which
may be chosen the length of the arc on the contour line of my cross
section z = c (for example, the base, fig. 8). For such choice of the
coordinates in all the above given differential equations only the terms
with the derivatives of the required functions with respect to the
variable z must be changed. The fundamental equations (3.3) for the
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conical shell of an arbitrary section for relatively small angle (for a
shell differing little fmm a cylindrical one) assume the form
. .
.,,
(8.7)
HfM’)]’ofkr--
where the operator Q is determhed by equation (1.6) in which R = R(s)
refers to the contour line z = C (fig. 8). Similarly the fundamental
eight-term equations (6.1) for the conical shells consisting of
sufficiently long trapezoidal faces and having at the cross sections an
arbitrarily given shape (fig. 9) are generalized into the following:
where the primes denote the derivatives with respect
ficients aik} bik) and cik are determined by the
Pi=o
(8.8)
. 0
(6.2), (6.3), and (6.4). All the geometric magnitudes
equations refer to any initially chosen shape of cross
shell.
Equations (8.7) are also integrated by the method
the variables. The fundamental functions ~(z) (n =
determined for the cylindrical shell by equation (5.1)
conditions are generalized for the case of the conical
Bessel functions. For these functions equations (8.7)
to z. The coef-
general equations
entering in these
section of the
of separation of
1, 2, 3, . . l m)
and the boundary
shell into the
for each term of
the series go over into ordinary differential equations (in the
variable s) and equations (8.8) into a system of eight-term algebraic
equations. In a similar manner there is generalized for the conical
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shell the theory of prismatic shells of multiply connected cross
sections as given in reference 4.
9. The general problem of the strength, stability, and vibrations
of thin-walled structures having the form of a sufficiently curving
shell described ly’an arbitrarily given surface is, in our paper,
reference 5, likewise reduced to a system of two simultaneous symmetrical
differential equations with respect to two potential functions. This
system, for shells of arlitrary cross-section shape (cylindrical,
spherical, elliptical,
1
E%
parabolic, and so
(Ve2Ve2q - HVe2 -
forth), ~as-the followi& form:
LVh2)w = O
(9.1)
( )Hve2 ’53-Lvh2~+ , ve*ve% - P ‘ on\
1.2(1
where P “?(%~) ad w=w(u,~)
the coordinates of the -pointof the
curvature (fig. lo)), ve2 and Vh2
the elliptical and hyperbolic type,
-v=)
are the required functions (a,p are
surface in the lines of principal
ere the differential operators of
respectively, for the given surface:
(9.2)
‘h2‘;~2&(;&) -A*%(:‘~]
H and L are half the sum end half the difference of the principal
curvatures:
(9”3) “
L = ~(kl- %2)
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The mixed auxili~ operator HVe2 - L~2 is detemmlned by the formula:
In addition to the fundamental equations (9.1) there are given
referenoe 5 the equations
(9.4)
h
I(9.5)
i
(9.6)
Equations (9.5) representing a genemlizatlon of the well-known
equations of Airy detezmine the axial (normal end shear) forces of the
shell. These forces are expressed only in terns of the stress function.
Equations (9.6) analogous in their struoture to equations (9.5) zwfer to
the deformations of bending ~1 and tc2 and of torsion T of the shell.
The corresponding bending and twisting moments are computed by the well-
known equations of the theory of the bending of plates:
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Gl=-
G2=-
~53
(
Kl
12(1 -/)
12\l - VG)’
H=
~53
T
12(1 +V)
+ WC2)
+Vltl ) (9”7)
Corresponding to (9.1), (9.5), (9.6), and (9.7) the potential energy
for each shell may be expressed h terms of the two fundamental required
functions 0 = O(U,B) and w ‘w(a,~).
The magnitudes A = A(a,P) and B =B(a,P) inequatiom (9.2),
(9’4), (9”5), and (9”6) are the coefficients Of the first qua~tic
fom of the surface in orthogonal coordinates
ds2= A2du2 +B2d~2 (9.8)
Equations (9.1) have the same physical sense as equations (3.3) and corre-
spond to our mixed method. The first of equations (9.1) is obtained from
the conditions of simultaneous deformations and the second from the
conditions of equilibrium; p = P(U,P) is the surface load directed along
the normal.
In the case of very strongly curving shells or slightly curved plates,
the parameters A and B mey be considered as constant magnitudes.
Setting them equal to one we shall have
32 32
Ve2 = —
au? ‘SF
a2 a2
vh2=—-—
aaa ap2
(9”9)
For shells “withzero Gaussian curvature this does not hold.
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The internal forces smd moments are determined in terms of the
potential functions p and w by the equations
‘.1=
G1 =
‘2 ‘
G2 =
a2al
$’ql
s
(9.10)
12tlJ2)(5+v5)
a2al—s= --
actbp
H=-
~b3 a2w
12(1 + v) & @
where, as in equations (9.1), q = p(u,13) is the stress function analogous
in the plane problem of the theory of elasticity to the functions of
Airy, W =W(U,~) is the normal deflection of the shell (positive if
directed along the outer normal), Tl, T2, and S are the nomal and
bending shearing forces (fig. 11), emd Gl, G-p,and H are the bending
and twisting moments (fig. 12).
The equations of the local stability of shells sre given in
reference 5 where are also given all the -fundamentalequations for the
more general case of curving shells for parameters A and B deter-
mined as certain given functions of u and p.
It may be remarked that for kl = k2 = 0, that is, in the case of
the flat plate the system of equations (9.1) breaks down into the
equation of Mexwell-Airy for the plane problem and the equation of
Sophie Germain-Lagrange for the bending of a plate. Equations (9.1) are
.— .—
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thus the general fundamental equations of curving shells and represent
natural generalizations of the existing fundamental two-dimensional
problems of the theory of elasticity referring also to the flat plate.
10. Setting in equations (9.1) kl . 0, k2 = ~= constant, A =B . R,
taking for a,p the nondimensional coordinates (tie relative distances
expressed in fractions of the radius R and laid off a distance UR
along the generator ad ~R along the arc of the transverse circle), we
obtain the fundamental equations for the circular cylindrical shell:
a2w o&2v2q - R— =
X5 &2
(10.1)
@2q)+ ~53 22
-R4p=0
= 12(1 -V2)VVW
where
i32 a2
v2=~+— a# (10.2)
Equations (10.1), on introducing the new function o = o(a,~) by
the fomnzlas
(10.3)
are easily reduced to one equation of the eighth order:
$0
c2v2v2v2v2@ + — -~h
R~=O (10.4)
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where C2 is a nondimensioml magnitude determined
~2 = 62
12(1 - V2)R2
For the requi~d intezmal forces, according to
(10.3)we obtain the general equations
akoT’l.c
h2ap2
G1 = Rc
2(5+ ’5<;”
.
T2 - b4Q
~4
G2 = Rc
2(5+ ’3’2’2”
a40s=-—
aJap
H=- a2Rc2(l-v)—
~ ap
‘2V2Q
2222&Nl =
-c’”
au
2222aaN2 .
‘c’” F
by the equation
(9”5), (9”7), ad
(10.6)
I .— — .—.
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The positive directions of the forces and moments are shown in
figures 13 and 14. The equations for the generalized, in the sense of
Kircbhoff, transverse forces assume the foxm
1 aH
[
2 a3N1*=N1+-—=-c —
a3
R@
aa3 1
+ (2 - v)— V?720
h ap2
laH_N2*=N2+-= –-C*
For the components
the middle surface
(10.7)
a3 a3 1+ (2 - v)—~ h2ap V2V20
of the vector of total displacement
of the shell we shall also have the
[
R a30
~.-__
1
+ (2+V)A
E~ ap3 b%
of any point of
equations
(10.8)
22
-gvvci)
where u is the longitudinal displacement (positive in the direction of
increasing coordinate u), v is the displacement along the tangent to
the arc of the circle of the cross section (positive in the direction of
increase of the central angle p), end w is the normal displacement
(positive in the direction of the outer normal).
In each particular case of the boundary problem the boundary
conditions must be added to the fundamental equation (10.4). Corresponding
to the physical sense of the problems here considered the number of
independent conditions at each point of the edge of the shell (both the
longitudinal P = constemt aqd the transverse u = constant) must be
equal to four and these conditions, depending on the character of the
problem, q be either purely statical (in the forces), purely
geometrical (in the displacements), or of a mixed type (part of the
conditions are given in forces and part in displacements).
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Since all the required forces and displacements are expressed in
terms.of one required function, the boundary conditions can likewise be
expressed b terms of the function @ = @(%P)”
—
As an example we consider a shell, the tra&verse edges of which
.
a.o auda=~ (where Z is the length of the shell in the direction
R
of the generator) are hinge-connected to transverse diaphragms which are
rigid in their planes. The boundan conditions in this case will be of
the mixed type:
fora=O
T1 .V.o
‘1 .W.o
fora=~
(10.9)
‘1 .V.()
% .W.o
The first two of these conditions in the problem of the two-dimensional
stress of a rectangular plate correspond to the conditions of the free-
dom of motion in the axial direction of the vertical edges of a plate
considered by the method of Ribiere. The second two conditions in the
problem of the bending of a rectangular plate correspond to the
conditions of the hinge connection of a plate at its two parallel edges.
These conditions are considered in the method of M. Levy. It i8
easy to show that the boundary’conditions (10.9) expressed in terms of
the function O will have the form for a = O end a = $
(10.10)
These conditions are satisfied by representing the required function in
the form of a trigonometric series
.
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where ~n(~) are the required functions of the
~ is a nondimensional magnitude determined by
single varialle
the equation
(10.11)
P;
(lo.12)
n is any positive nuder. Substituting (10.11) in equation (1.O.4),
setting p = O, we obtain for $n(~) an ordinary diffez-entitiequation
of the eighth order with the pemuneter
(lo.13)
1“-
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——
~ which ~n>qnj~n) qn are _itudes
characteristic equation corresponding to
,. value of the n~ber n by the formulas:
33
connected with the roots of the
(10.13) and determined for fixed
(ii ~2
Yn’— 2 k@l+J$-2il~+2P2
(10.16)
,
/
where
(lo.17)
12(1- v2)R2
w = 52
Corresponding to the representation of the required function b the
form of the series (10.11) the general integrak for the stresses and
displacements of the shelJ can be written in the following fozm
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%=: [Rc2($-%2y(*-v%2w+%~
—
cos ha (M.18)
00
z {[ , d3*nv= u,d$n—-(2 +v)An — 0-— + Vn sin k~u1 Eb d$3 dp
2
m
w=
&l&
X[( )]
- An2 ~ + wn” sin Xna
1 E8 d$2
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The derivatives of
of the functions
$.
.,
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various orders entering eqyations (~.18) and (10.14)
~~> **Y v~> *4n ‘-’ ““‘“”
are computed on the basis of the recurrent formulas
*“ =Pn’1’n- qnV4n, ~ . (Pn’ )- qn2 V3n
)- qn’‘$J+n+
?Pn!ln$4n
(10.19)
?Pnqn’#~
2Pnqn$2n
formulas (10.16). Replacing
2, 3, 4) the magnitudes pn,
where Pnj qn for w n FLIWComeuted by
in formulas (10.19) Vti by ~h (k = 1,
qn by ~n, In determined for any n by the corresponding formulas
(10.16), we obtain recurrent formulas for the derivatives of the second
group of the functions
~~, ~~, T3nj ‘d T4n”
o 0The magnitudes TtiO, T~ , . . ., Wn in fcnmtias (10.18) denote
the Fourier coefficients depending in the general case on only one
coordinate p and obtained as a result of representing in the form of
trigonometric series the particular integrals of the fundamental non-
homogeneous differential equations referring to the given external load.
The arbitrary constants Ch, Cb, . . ., ~-4n the nmnber of which in
each term of the series (1.o.18)is equal to eight, are determined from
the bounda~ conditions given for the straight edges of the shell (by
four conditions for each edge). Thus, for example, in the case of the
free (nonclsmped)edges of the shell the boundary conditions assume the
following form (fig. 13):
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T2=S. G2=N2. O
If the longitudinal edges of the shell are rigidly clamped, the
constants of integration for each term of the series (10.18) are
determined by the conditions:
for !3=31
awoU=v=w=—=
ap
In the case of ehells which are hinge-connected at the longitudinal
edges so that these edges at each point have no vertical and horizontal
displacements end have free motion in the longitudinal direction the
boundam conditions assume the form
for 13= t~l
v =W= S=c+=o
In all these cases for a load symmetrical with
vertical pbne the number of arbit~ constants to
reduced to four. These will be the constants C~,
z%spect to the
be determined is
C4ny ~ti~ and ~4n
determined for each term of the series by simultaneous solution of the
linear algebraic nonhomogeneous equations. The remaining constants C~,
c3n} Eh, E3n become zero.
The general solution (10.18) thus permits computing the circular
cylindrical shell for any boundary conditions given on the straight
edges end for any external load including a concentrated force applied
at any point.
We may remark that equation (10.13) is readily integrated abo in
double trigonometric series (see reference 2). In this case we obtain
a solution analogous to the method of Navier in the theory of the
bending of plates.
It is not difficult to show that the general solution (10.18) for
R = M breaks down into two independent solutions. One of these
solutions will evidently refer to the problem of the two-dimensional
stress state of a plate (method of Ribiere) and the second to the
problem of the bending of a plate (method of M. Levy).
Equations (10.1) obtained as particular cases of the general
equations (9.1) have been applied by A. 1. Lurie in the solution of the
problem of the concentration of stresses of a shell neer the circular
opening.
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11. The general problem of the local stability and vibration of
curving shells, as first shown by the author in reference 5, likewise
leads to the integration of a system of two honmgeneoys differential:...
equatiom ,,
.,
,.
(~~Ve2Ve2P - We2 )-Lvh2W=o
(‘HVe2 )-L~2q+ 153 22VeVe ~
12(1 -V2)
(11.1)
.2Js@)+l.#+J+$fJ=o
where TIO> T2 )0 so are given (with an accuracy up to the parameter of
the external load) internal axial forces of the shell determined by the
momentless theory. For strongly curving shells and slightly curved
plates equations (11.1) for A . B z 1 assume the form
(11.2)
—.
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where kl=~
RI
~d k2. &a,re
%
surface, y is the density of the
acceleration of gravity,
‘V2 =
h the case of the spherical
(il.1) will have the form
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the principal curvatures of the middle
shell, b the thickness, and g the
32 a2 (11.3)
~+g
shell kl=k2=~= constant equations
R
~+ V2V2P
12
-~vw=o
12 Eb3
[
O a2w + z~o a2wV2V2V - T~ — — (11.4)
-v~+ldl-wR aa? b ap
1
0a2w
+T2— +Y5$W.0
*2 g atp
For a circular cylindrical shell for
kl=O
% ‘ * = constant
A =B=R
we oltain
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+zpl ~b3
[
o 32WV2V2W - R2 T1 —
au.2 12(1 - V2) &2
(11.5)
+ z~o a2w 10 a2w+T2 — +~R4a2w -()h ap @2 ~ &2.
Neglecting in the above equations (I-I-.1),(11.2), (1.1.k), and (I-I-.5)
the term with inertia forces, we obtain the fundamental equations of the
local stability of the shells. In particular, on the basis of equations
(11.4) and (11.5) we shall have the well-lmown solutions of a number of
problems on the stability of spherical and cylindrical shells.
Setting Tl” = T2° = S0 = O smi keeping the terms with the inertia
forces we obtain the equations of the vibration of shells (cylindrical
(11.5), spherical (11.4), and of arbitrary shape (11.2)). For the
cylindrical shell for
} (11.6)
w= Bsinticos@ sinmt
J
~=MQ
z 1(11.7)~=~_ (n,m=l,2,3, . . ..~)2P1
where R is the radius of the arc of the circle, 2~1 is the central
single,and 2 the length of the shell (fig. 14), we shall have on the
basis of (11.5)
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%,n2 =
From equation
natural vibrations
all edges. For m
E&
[
62
(L2 + P2)2 + ?/+ 1 (11.8)71# 12(1 - V2)R2 (A2 + 1.12)2
(11.8) are determined all the frequencies of the
of an elastic cylindrical shell hinge-supported at
=n= 1 we obtain the equation for the frequency of
the fundamental tone of the vibration:
.
(11.9)
In a similar manner on the basis of more general equations is
solved the problem of the vibrations of a loaded shell (a shell subjected
to given stresses).
CONCL~IONS
\
The technical theory of shells here presented makes possible the
solution of a number of very complicated problems on the computation of
thin-walled structures. Among these prollems are the
1. The strength of thin-walled rods of arbitrary
sections, plain or in = elastic medium. The spatial
rods under the action of a longitudinal force applied
the cross section.
following:
(nonsynunetrical)
stability of the
at any point of
2. The general theo~ of the lateral stability of thin-walled
besms of arbitrary given section.
3. The general theory of the spatial flexural-torsionalvibrations
of thin-walled beams and.similar structures (for example, girder or
suspension bridges).
4. The stability of thin-walled rods having deformed contours.
Central compression. Eccentric compression or tension. Pure bending.
Spatial fomns of the loss of stability due to the defomned contour of
the rod considered as a shell in the transverse section. The inter-
action of the general and local sta%ility of the rod.
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5. Practical methode of computation of cylindrical and prismatic
shells of various shape of cross section for arbitmrily given boundary
conditions end arbit~ load.
. 6.-Application of the ’theo~”’tothe computation of thin-walled
structures applied in ship construction.
7. Computation of shells of the type of an airplane wing (prismatic
and conical having in the cross section one or several closed contours).
8. The computation of built-up beams and columns, the elements of
whicn are thin-walled rods.
9. The application of the theory of shells to the solution of a
number of problems in the theory of elasticity. The plane problem for
the rectangular region. Reduction to the one-dimensional problem by
subdividing the region into sufficiently nsrrow rectangular strips
(reference4).
10. Application of the theory to the problem of the bending of
rectangular plates snd systems formed from them for arbitrarily given
boundav conditions (reference8). In this case on the basis of the
method of the reduction of the plate to a discretely-continuoussystem
we obtain also ordinary differential equations.
11. There is given a general method for the computation of beams
bounded ly surfaces of the first order (spherical, elliptical, para-
bolic, and so forth). For shells of positive Gaussian cwvature the
equations of the momentless theory are reduced to the equations of
Cauchy-Riemann. This result first obtained by the author in the papers,
references 9 and 10, permitted computation of shells of the indicated
class on the basis of the theory of functions of a complex variable.
12. It is shown that the equations of momentless shells with
negative Gaussian curvature bounded by surfaces of the second order
reduce to the equation of the hyperbolic type with constant coefficients.
13. There is proven a theorem that the momentless shells of
negative Gaussian curvature are instsmtaneously varying systems. For
this reason the momentless theory is not applicable to such shells.
Translated by Semuel Reids
National Advisory Conm.ittee
for Aeronautics
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